We study solutions of the reflection equation associated with the quantum affine algebra U q (ĝl(N )) and obtain diagonal K-operators in terms of the Cartan elements of a quotient of U q (gl(N )). We also consider intertwining relations for these K-operators and find an augmented q-Onsager algebra like symmetry behind them.
Introduction
The reflection equation [1] is a fundamental object in quantum integrable systems with open boundary conditions [2] . It has the following form R 12 y x K 1 (x)R 21 (xy) K 2 (y) = K 2 (y)R 12 1 xy K 1 (x)R 21 x y , x, y ∈ C. (1.1)
Here R(x) is a solution (R-matrix) of the Yang-Baxter equation and K(x) is a Kmatrix. The indices 1,2 denote the space where the operators act non-trivially. In particular, there is a N × N diagonal matrix solution [3] of the reflection equation associated with the R-matrices [4] for the N-dimensional fundamental representation of U q (ĝl(N)). These R-matrices are specialization of more general operators called Loperators: L 12 (x), L 12 (x) ∈ U q (gl(N))⊗End(C N ). Namely, they are given by R 12 (x) = (π ⊗ 1)L 12 (x), R 21 (x) = (π ⊗ 1)L 12 (x), where π is the fundamental representation of U q (gl(N)). In this context, a natural problem is to investigate the solutions of the reflection equation associated with the L-operators: where h i = k i −k i+1 , and i, j should be interpreted modulo N: (N +1 ≡ 1).ĉ = N i=1 k i is a central element of the algebra. The algebra has the co-product ∆ : U q (ĝl(N)) → U q (ĝl(N)) ⊗ U q (ĝl(N)) defined by ∆(e i ) = e i ⊗ 1 + q −h i ⊗ e i ,
We will also use the opposite co-product defined by
ĝl(N)). (2.3)
In addition to these, there are anti-poide and co-unit, which will not be used here. The Borel subalgebras B + (resp. B − ) is generated by the elements e i , k i (resp. f i , k i ), where i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
There exists a unique element [12, 17] R ∈ B + ⊗ B − called the universal R-matrix which satisfies the following relations ∆ ′ (a) R = R ∆(a) for ∀ a ∈ U q (ĝl(N)), (∆ ⊗ 1) R = R 13 R 23 ,
(1 ⊗ ∆) R = R 13 R 12 .
(2.4) where 3 R 12 = R ⊗ 1, R 23 = 1 ⊗ R, R 13 = (σ ⊗ 1) R 23 . The Yang-Baxter equation
is a corollary of these relations (2.4). The universal R-matrix can be written in the form
Here R is the reduced universal R-matrix, which is a series in e j ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ f j and does not contain Cartan elements.
The quantum finite algebra U q (gl(N ))
The finite quantum algebra U q (gl(N)) is generated by the generators {e i,i+1 , e i+1,i }
obeying the following defining relations:
Note that c = e 11 + e 22 + · · · + e N N is a central element of the algebra. We will also use elements defined recursively by
8)
where e i,i+1 = e i,i+1 , e i+1,i = e i+1,i . We summarize relations among these elements in the appendix.
There is an evaluation map ev x : U q (ĝl(N)) → U q (gl(N)): 10) where x ∈ C is a spectral parameter; and the parameters s i ∈ Z fix the gradation of the algebra. We will also use another evaluation map ev x : U q (ĝl(N)) → U q (gl(N)), which is defined by
(2.11)
Representations of quantum algebras
Let π be the fundamental representation of U q (gl(N)), and E ij be a N × N matrix unit whose (k, l)-element is δ i,k δ j,l . We chose the basis of the representation space so that π(e ij ) = π(e ij ) = E ij holds. The composition π x = π • ev x = π • ev x gives an evaluation representation 4 of U q (ĝl(N)).
The q-oscillator algebra is generated by the generators c i , c † i , n i (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}) obeying the defining relations:
A Fock space is given by the actions of the generators on the vacuum vector defined by c i |0 = n i |0 = 0. A highest weight representation of U q (gl(N)) with the highest weight (m, 0, . . . , 0) and the highest weight vector |0 (e ii |0 = mδ i,1 |0 , e j,j+1 |0 = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1) can be realized in terms of the q-oscillator algebra (cf. q-analogue of the Holstein-Primakoff realization [18, 19] ) :
where
L-operators
The so-called L-operators are images of the universal R-matrix, which are given by
, where φ(xy −1 ) and φ(xy −1 ) are overall factors. They are solutions of the intertwining relations following from (2.4):
14)
One can solve 5 these to get (cf. [14, 20] )
17)
5 Taking note on the expression (2.6), we adopt the solutions which satisfy
where ξ k = s k +s k+1 +· · ·+s N , s = ξ 1 , and the coefficients are related to the generators of U q (gl(N)) as
We remark that the second L-operator (2.17) follows from the first one (2.16) by the transformation 20) which is composition of automorphisms of U q (ĝl(N)) and U q (gl(N)). In fact, the intertwining relation (2.15) follows from (2.14) by the same transformation (2.20) . Evaluating the L-operators for the fundamental representation 6 , we obtain Rmatrices [4] ,
The reflection equation and its solutions
In this section, we will derive intertwining relations from the reflection equation associated with the L-operators, and obtain K-operators in terms of the Cartan elements of (a quotient of) U q (gl(N)).
We start from the following form of the reflection equation for the R-matrices (2.21) and (2.22):
It is known that this equation allows a N × N diagonal matrix solution (K-matrix) [3] . In our convention, it reads
where a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}, ǫ ± ∈ C. Now we would like to consider the reflection equation for the L-operators (2.16) and (2.17):
The reflection equation (3.1) is the image of (3.3) for π ⊗ 1. Expanding (3.3) with respect to y, we obtain
One can rewrite 7 these in terms of e ij and e ij :
for j < i ≤ a or a < j < i, (3.8) 7 The commutation relations for the Cartan elements from (3.4) are of the form
e ii are duduced (under expansion of e ii = log q eii / log q). We have used these to simplify (3.8)-(3.11).
10)
For i and j satisfying |i − j| = 1, the relations (3.8) and (3.9) reduce to
Taking note on (2.8) and (2.9) (and (3.7)), one can derive
from (3.12) . Then the relations (3.8) and (3.9) boil down to the relations
e ki e jk − e ji = 0 for j < i, (3.15)
e ki e jk − e ji = 0 for i < j, (3.16) which are special cases of (A2) and (A3), under (3.13) and (3.14). Thus it suffices to consider (3.12) instead of (3.8) and (3.9). We further rewrite (3.10) and (3.11) under the relations (3.13) and (3.14) , in the form of intertwining relations:
e ki e jk q −e kk −e jj +1 ,
e ki e jk ,
e ki e jk q e kk +e ii −2 ,
e ki e jk for i ≤ a < j, (3.17)
e ki e jk q e kk +e jj −1 ,
e ki e jk q −e kk −e ii +2 ,
e ki e jk for j ≤ a < i.
We remark that the relation B ji = D ji holds due to (A2) and (A3). We find that the following operators 8 satisfy (3.7), (3.12), (3.17) and (3.18) for the q-oscillator representation (2.13), and thus solve the reflection equation (3.3) .
In 2016, we were informed by S. Belliard that he found a (non-diagonal) solution for the rational case Y (sl(2)). (gl(N) ). One can also show that the operators (3.19)-(3.22) satisfy the following relations
where E ji is any operator obeying q e kk E ji q −e kk = q δ kj −δ ki E ji . Thus (3.17) and (3.18) reduce to
for i ≤ a < j, (3.25)
These relations (3.25) and (3.26) give a constraint on the class of representations of U q (gl(N)). In other wards, we have to consider the quotient of U q (gl(N)) by the relations (3.25) and (3.26). Moreover, we find that the first evaluation map (2.10) is almost 9 equivalent to the second one (2.11) under these: One can check that (2.13) satisfies (3.25) and (3.26). In addition, the fundamental representation of U q (gl(N)), which is a quotient of (2.13) at m = 1, also fulfills (3.25) and (3.26). Then we recover (3.2) from (3.19):
(3.28) 9 The factor q ∓2(c−1) in the right hand side can be eliminated if one considers composition of the automorphism e i → q N ) ) and the evaluation map
It is important to note that the relations (3.25) and (3.26) become trivial for N = 2 case. This means that the K-operators (3.19)-(3.22) written in terms of the generic Cartan elements solve the reflection equation (3.3) without any constraint on the representations for U q (gl(2)) case. In fact, (3.19) for N = 2 reproduces 10 the K-operator proposed in [5] .
Let us consider a product of the L-operators
is defined by
e ki e ik q e kk +e ii −1 , (3.30)
e ki e ik q −e kk −e ii +1 .
(3.31)
Here A ji and C ji for i < j (resp. i > j) are the ones in (3.17) (resp.
(3.18)) [dependence on the parameter a is irrelevant]. In deriving (3.29), we have used (A2) and (A3). Note that (3.29) becomes diagonal under the relations
A ji q 2(c−1) = C ji for i < j, and
for j < i. We remark that a part of the relations (3.25) and (3.26) automatically follows from (3.32). For N = 2, the relation (3.32) becomes trivial, and the diagonal elements G 1 and G 2 reduce to a Casimir element of U q (gl(2)) [cf. eq. (3.5) in [5] ]. On the other hand, for N ≥ 3 case, each diagonal element is not a Casimir element, but rather twisted sums [24] ). However, there are cases where simplifications occur for particular representations. In fact, one can check that the q-oscillator representation (2.13) satisfies the condition (3.32), and G i = q 2m + q −2 holds for any i. This is one of the desirable properties for construction of mutually commuting transfer matrices.
Augmented q-Onsager algebra like symmetry
In this section, we will reconsider the intertwining relations in the previous section and point out their connection to the generators of U q (ĝl(N)). We will also mention our observation on an underlying symmetry behind them. We find that the intertwining relations (3.13), (3.14), (3.17) and (3.18) can be written in terms of the generators of U q (ĝl(N)):
where Z ji is defined as follows:
For j ≤ a < i, For i ≤ a < j:
for 1 ≤ i = a < j ≤ N. Here we use the following notation for root vectors. For i < j, we define 9) and
We remark that the third case in (4.6) (resp. (4.8)) is a special case of the first or the second ones. In deriving these, we have used (A2)-(A10). We introduce generators composed of Cartan elements
and use notation Z a,a+1 = e a , Z N, [k
(4.15) 12 We have checked these by Mathematica. 24) where ρ = (q
. We remark that the parameter a is a fixed parameter in the diagonal K-matrix (3.2). These commutation relations are valid without any restriction of the class of representations for N = 2 case, and define the so-called augmented q-Onsager algebra [6, 7] , a realization of which in terms of the generators of U q (ŝl (2) ) is known in [7] . In contrast, not all of them hold true for generic representations for N ≥ 3 case. Whether the elements Z ji for N ≥ 3 satisfy closed commutation relations on the level of the algebra remains to be clarified.
Rational limit
In this section, we consider the rational limit of some of the formulas in previous sections.
Let ǫ ± = ∓q −2p ± , p = p + − p − , and u ∈ C. The rational limit of the L-operators (2.16), (2.17), the K-matrix (3.2), the K-operators (3.19)-(3.22) , the intertwining relations (3.13), (3.14) , (3.17) , and (3.18) are given, respectively, by
2)
3) 
e ki e jk for i ≤ a < j, (5.7)
e ki e jk for j ≤ a < i, (5.8) where e ij are generators of gl(N):
[e ij , e kl ] = δ jk e il − δ li e kj . (5.9)
We find that (5.4) and (5.5) solve the relations (5.6)-(5.8), and thus the reflection equation
which is the rational limit of (3. e ki e jk for j ≤ a < i. (5.12)
The relations (5.11) and (5.12) correspond to the rational limit of (3.25) and (3.26), respectively. Then the rational limit of (2.13) satisfies (5.11) and (5.12). Note that the above relations reproduce (a part of) a kind of generalized rectangular condition 15 [21] .
e ki e jk = αe ji + βδ ij α, β ∈ C. 
Concluding remarks
We have derived intertwining relations (3.13), (3.14), (3.17) and (3.18) from the reflection equation (3.3) for L-operators associated with U q (ĝl(N)) and have obtained the diagonal K-operators (3.19)-(3.22) in terms of the Cartan elements of a quotient of U q (gl(N)) by the relations (3.25) and (3.26). The intertwining relations can be expressed in terms of generators of U q (ĝl(N)) as in (4.1). In particular, the elements {Z ji } (4.2)-(4.8) in the intertwining relations satisfy augmented q-Onsager algebra like commutation relations for the q-oscillator representation (2.13) under the evaluation map (2.10). It will be an interesting problem to investigate the algebra generated by {Z ji } (with some constraint on generators of U q (ĝl(N)), if any), which could be a version of higher rank generalization of the augmented q-Onsager algebra. The reflection equation (3.1) defines [2] the reflection equation algebra if one adds the third component in the K-matrix:
where the elements {k ij (x)} generate the algebra. In this context, it will be desirable to clarify the direct connection between {Z ji } and a certain specialization of {k ij (x)} for the diagonal K-operators.
In this paper, we have defined the L-operator L(x) based on the second evaluation map (2.11). It will be worthwhile to define it based on the first one (2.10) as L ′ (xy [22] and use the matrix elements of the L-operators as the generators of the algebra instead of e ij or e ij . Another important problem is construction of Baxter Q-operators for open boundary conditions in the light of [23, 5] . The K-operators obtained in this paper could be building blocks of Q-operators after taking limits on the parameter m of the q-oscillator representation, as was already discussed in [5] for N = 2 case. 
The relations for e ij can be obtained from the above relations through q → q −1 . In addition, one can prove the following relations based on the above relations and induction. We remark that (A3) for l = j − 1 corresponds to eq. (10) in [24] .
e ki e jk = e ji + (q − q −1 )
e ki e jk = =      e ji for j ≤ l = i − 1, [e j,l+1 , e l+1,i ] q −1 for j ≤ l < i − 1, e ji for j = l < i,
e ki e jk = =      e ji for i ≤ l = j − 1, [e j,l+1 , e l+1,i ] q −1 for i ≤ l < j − 1, e ji for i = l < j,
e ji + (q − q −1 ) for i < j < l or j < i < l,
[e jl , e li ] q −2 = [e j,l−1 , e l−1,i ]q e l−1,l−1 −e ll for l < i < j or l < j < i,
[e j,l−1 , e l−1,i ] q = [e jl , e li ] q −1 for i < l − 1 < l < j or j < l − 1 < l < i. (A10)
We also remark that the third relation in the right hand side of (A2) (and (A3)) is a special case of the second one.
